The condition of the blind-deaf child would appear at first sight to be quite hopeless, and up till recent 
Thus, from the physiological side there is raised the old war of methods?oralism versus the manual alphabet language. The oralists try to reach Sp., and to reach it through V; the manualists ignore Sp., and establish a new verbal language centre at the group W.M.G. (Fig. 3) which he progresses. But the semi-deaf are, like the hearing, largely auditives, and both they and the semi-mute have a vocabulary which is automatic, and which it should be the first concern of the teacher to preserve. These, therefore, the semi-deaf and the semi-mute, should under all circumstances be taught orally.
(c) In the education of the deaf, drawing should follow speech and precede writing. This is the order which has been followed in the history of the human race, it is the order which is naturally followed by the hearing child, and it is the order which will best suit the mental development of the deaf child. The picture-writing of the earlier races, and the early efforts of the young child to imitate, by drawing the things that he sees, are generically the same. The use of conventional written symbols for those other conventional symbols which we call words came later in the history of the race, comes later in the natural history of hearing children, most of whom draw before they go to school, and should come later in the history of the deaf child.
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